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Overview

Description 

This report details the analysis of the XAgent iOS spyware sample attributed to APT28, which

exhibits advanced capabilities for comprehensive data collection and exfiltration from

compromised iOS devices. The malware poses a significant espionage threat by enabling

surveillance of victims' communications, movements, and activities. 

Confidence 

This value represents the confidence in the correctness of the data contained within this report. 

100 / 100 
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Content 

N/A 
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Indicator

Name

198.27.64.218 

Description

- **Zip Code:** N/A - **ISP:** OVH SAS - **ASN:** 16276 - **Organization:** OVH SAS - **Is

Crawler:** False - **Timezone:** America/Montreal - **Mobile:** False - **Host:**

ns528902.ip-198-27-64.net - **Proxy:** True - **VPN:** True - **TOR:** False - **Active VPN:**

False - **Active TOR:** False - **Recent Abuse:** False - **Bot Status:** False -

**Connection Type:** Premium required. - **Abuse Velocity:** Premium required. -

**Country Code:** CA - **Region:** Quebec - **City:** Montreal - **Latitude:** 45.5 -

**Longitude:** -73.58 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[ipv4-addr:value = '198.27.64.218'] 

Name

9562803f241fa89757bf5266f4378bd8ec0251df000bc7f324b7913e5fb6992a 

Pattern Type
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stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'9562803f241fa89757bf5266f4378bd8ec0251df000bc7f324b7913e5fb6992a'] 
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Malware

Name

XAgentOSX - S0161 

Name

OSX.Sofacy 

Description

[XAgentOSX](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0161) is a trojan that has been used by

[APT28](https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0007) on OS X and appears to be a port of their

standard [CHOPSTICK](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0023) or XAgent trojan. (Citation:

XAgentOSX 2017) 
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Intrusion-Set

Name

APT28 

Description

[APT28](https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0007) is a threat group that has been attributed

to Russia's General Staff Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) 85th Main Special Service

Center (GTsSS) military unit 26165.(Citation: NSA/FBI Drovorub August 2020)(Citation:

Cybersecurity Advisory GRU Brute Force Campaign July 2021) This group has been active

since at least 2004.(Citation: DOJ GRU Indictment Jul 2018)(Citation: Ars Technica GRU

indictment Jul 2018)(Citation: Crowdstrike DNC June 2016)(Citation: FireEye APT28)(Citation:

SecureWorks TG-4127)(Citation: FireEye APT28 January 2017)(Citation: GRIZZLY STEPPE JAR)

(Citation: Sofacy DealersChoice)(Citation: Palo Alto Sofacy 06-2018)(Citation: Symantec

APT28 Oct 2018)(Citation: ESET Zebrocy May 2019) [APT28](https://attack.mitre.org/groups/

G0007) reportedly compromised the Hillary Clinton campaign, the Democratic National

Committee, and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee in 2016 in an attempt

to interfere with the U.S. presidential election. (Citation: Crowdstrike DNC June 2016) In

2018, the US indicted five GRU Unit 26165 officers associated with [APT28](https://

attack.mitre.org/groups/G0007) for cyber operations (including close-access operations)

conducted between 2014 and 2018 against the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), the US

Anti-Doping Agency, a US nuclear facility, the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical

Weapons (OPCW), the Spiez Swiss Chemicals Laboratory, and other organizations.(Citation:

US District Court Indictment GRU Oct 2018) Some of these were conducted with the

assistance of GRU Unit 74455, which is also referred to as [Sandworm Team](https://

attack.mitre.org/groups/G0034). 
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Attack-Pattern

Name

T1012 

ID

T1012 

Description

Adversaries may interact with the Windows Registry to gather information about the

system, configuration, and installed software. The Registry contains a significant amount of

information about the operating system, configuration, software, and security.(Citation:

Wikipedia Windows Registry) Information can easily be queried using the [Reg](https://

attack.mitre.org/software/S0075) utility, though other means to access the Registry exist.

Some of the information may help adversaries to further their operation within a network.

Adversaries may use the information from [Query Registry](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1012) during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including

whether or not the adversary fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions. 

Name

T1056 

ID

T1056 
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Description

Adversaries may use methods of capturing user input to obtain credentials or collect

information. During normal system usage, users often provide credentials to various

different locations, such as login pages/portals or system dialog boxes. Input capture

mechanisms may be transparent to the user (e.g. [Credential API Hooking](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1056/004)) or rely on deceiving the user into providing input

into what they believe to be a genuine service (e.g. [Web Portal Capture](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1056/003)). 

Name

T1064 

ID

T1064 

Description

**This technique has been deprecated. Please use [Command and Scripting Interpreter]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059) where appropriate.** Adversaries may use

scripts to aid in operations and perform multiple actions that would otherwise be manual.

Scripting is useful for speeding up operational tasks and reducing the time required to

gain access to critical resources. Some scripting languages may be used to bypass process

monitoring mechanisms by directly interacting with the operating system at an API level

instead of calling other programs. Common scripting languages for Windows include

VBScript and [PowerShell](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1086) but could also be in

the form of command-line batch scripts. Scripts can be embedded inside Office

documents as macros that can be set to execute when files used in [Spearphishing

Attachment](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1193) and other types of spearphishing

are opened. Malicious embedded macros are an alternative means of execution than

software exploitation through [Exploitation for Client Execution](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1203), where adversaries will rely on macros being allowed or that the user

will accept to activate them. Many popular offensive frameworks exist which use forms of

scripting for security testers and adversaries alike. Metasploit (Citation: Metasploit_Ref),

Veil (Citation: Veil_Ref), and PowerSploit (Citation: Powersploit) are three examples that

are popular among penetration testers for exploit and post-compromise operations and
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include many features for evading defenses. Some adversaries are known to use

PowerShell. (Citation: Alperovitch 2014) 

Name

T1083 

ID

T1083 

Description

Adversaries may enumerate files and directories or may search in specific locations of a

host or network share for certain information within a file system. Adversaries may use the

information from [File and Directory Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1083)

during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including whether or not the

adversary fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions. Many command shell

utilities can be used to obtain this information. Examples include `dir`, `tree`, `ls`, `find`,

and `locate`.(Citation: Windows Commands JPCERT) Custom tools may also be used to

gather file and directory information and interact with the [Native API](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1106). Adversaries may also leverage a [Network Device CLI]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/008) on network devices to gather file and

directory information (e.g. `dir`, `show flash`, and/or `nvram`).(Citation: US-CERT-TA18-106A) 

Name

T1560 

ID

T1560 

Description

An adversary may compress and/or encrypt data that is collected prior to exfiltration.

Compressing the data can help to obfuscate the collected data and minimize the amount

of data sent over the network. Encryption can be used to hide information that is being
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exfiltrated from detection or make exfiltration less conspicuous upon inspection by a

defender. Both compression and encryption are done prior to exfiltration, and can be

performed using a utility, 3rd party library, or custom method. 

Name

T1005 

ID

T1005 

Description

Adversaries may search local system sources, such as file systems and configuration files

or local databases, to find files of interest and sensitive data prior to Exfiltration.

Adversaries may do this using a [Command and Scripting Interpreter](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059), such as [cmd](https://attack.mitre.org/software/

S0106) as well as a [Network Device CLI](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/008),

which have functionality to interact with the file system to gather information.(Citation:

show_run_config_cmd_cisco) Adversaries may also use [Automated Collection](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1119) on the local system. 

Name

T1082 

ID

T1082 

Description

An adversary may attempt to get detailed information about the operating system and

hardware, including version, patches, hotfixes, service packs, and architecture. Adversaries

may use the information from [System Information Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1082) during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including

whether or not the adversary fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions.
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Tools such as [Systeminfo](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0096) can be used to gather

detailed system information. If running with privileged access, a breakdown of system data

can be gathered through the `systemsetup` configuration tool on macOS. As an example,

adversaries with user-level access can execute the `df -aH` command to obtain currently

mounted disks and associated freely available space. Adversaries may also leverage a

[Network Device CLI](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/008) on network devices

to gather detailed system information (e.g. `show version`).(Citation: US-CERT-TA18-106A)

[System Information Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1082) combined with

information gathered from other forms of discovery and reconnaissance can drive payload

development and concealment.(Citation: OSX.FairyTale)(Citation: 20 macOS Common Tools

and Techniques) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud providers such as AWS, GCP, and

Azure allow access to instance and virtual machine information via APIs. Successful

authenticated API calls can return data such as the operating system platform and status

of a particular instance or the model view of a virtual machine.(Citation: Amazon Describe

Instance)(Citation: Google Instances Resource)(Citation: Microsoft Virutal Machine API) 

Name

T1071 

ID

T1071 

Description

Adversaries may communicate using OSI application layer protocols to avoid detection/

network filtering by blending in with existing traffic. Commands to the remote system, and

often the results of those commands, will be embedded within the protocol traffic

between the client and server. Adversaries may utilize many different protocols, including

those used for web browsing, transferring files, electronic mail, or DNS. For connections

that occur internally within an enclave (such as those between a proxy or pivot node and

other nodes), commonly used protocols are SMB, SSH, or RDP. 

Name

T1113 

ID
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T1113 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to take screen captures of the desktop to gather information

over the course of an operation. Screen capturing functionality may be included as a

feature of a remote access tool used in post-compromise operations. Taking a screenshot

is also typically possible through native utilities or API calls, such as `CopyFromScreen`,

`xwd`, or `screencapture`.(Citation: CopyFromScreen .NET)(Citation: Antiquated Mac

Malware) 
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Sector

Name

Government 

Description

Civilian government institutions and administrations of the executive and legislative

branches. The diplomatic and judicial branches are not included. 
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IPv4-Addr

Value

198.27.64.218 
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StixFile

Value

9562803f241fa89757bf5266f4378bd8ec0251df000bc7f324b7913e5fb6992a 
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External References

• https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/xagent-spyware-targeting-ios-devices-western-europe-

dmitry-bestuzhev-xunle/

• https://otx.alienvault.com/pulse/66211e961a25c5826a80ec41
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